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ANTH | Souvenir® Anthem
A uniquely textured rubber grip and chrome-plated accents 
make the Anthem Pen stand out.
Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Turquoise, Yellow
as low as $0.63(c) USD | $0.91(c) CAD | min. 300
FREE SET-UP

46173C | Koozie® Triple Vacuum Tumbler
This 3-in-1 workhorse serves as a tumbler and can also hold a 
bottle or 12 oz. can.
Black, Blue, Coral, Sage
as low as $14.09(c) USD | $20.43(c) CAD | min. 24

16253 | Koozie® Water Bottle Pouch
Carrying your phone around is a breeze thanks to this handy 
multi-functional pouch that you can attach to large tumblers or 
even your arm while running.
Apple Green, Black, Gray, Navy, Red, Royal, White
as low as $8.29(c) USD | $12.02(c) CAD | min. 75
NEW | FULL COLOR
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Additional charges, specifications, and production times may apply for optional decoration methods and locations. 
Over 1,600 of our items carry the KG Factor designation. See page 3 and kooziegroup.com for more details.

https://kooziegroup.com/US/catalog-page-110-111
https://kooziegroup.com/CA/catalog-page-110-111
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-triple-vacuum-tumbler-13-oz-2-46173c
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-anthem-pen-anth
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-boho-water-bottle-pouch-16253


7047/7247 | Good Value™ Agriculture - Spiral, Stapled
The 13 colorful images in this calendar capture the beauty 
and serenity of rural life. 
7047 thru 7.1.24 as low as $1.56(c) USD | $2.26(c) CAD | min. 150
7047 after 7.1.24 as low as $1.78(c) USD | $2.58(c) CAD | min. 150
7247 thru 7.1.24 as low as $1.44(c) USD | $2.09(c) CAD | min. 150
7247 after 7.1.24 as low as $1.64(c) USD | $2.38(c) CAD | min. 150
FULL COLOR | FSC | USA PROUD

V8879 | Triumph® Calendars Press-N-Stick Standard Calendar
Each month of this lighthearted calendar features a different 
western-themed comic.
thru 7.1.24 as low as $0.98(c) USD | $1.42(c) CAD | min. 150
after 7.1.24 as low as $1.08(c) USD | $1.57(c) CAD | min. 150
CAD pricing begins in March.
USA PROUD 

The Farm Pocket calendar would make an effective giveaway for an agricultural cooperative, whether as 
a year-end thank you gift to members or a giveaway at one of their events. The calendar contains detailed 
agricultural information that farmers, ranchers, and others working in the industry could use in their 
everyday work. Plus, its convenient monthly storage pockets are great for organizing receipts or other 
important documents that can be referenced later.

product story idea

4000 | Triumph® Calendars Farm Pocket
Convenient design, quality construction, and detailed agricultural 
information make this calendar a valuable planning tool.
thru 7.1.24 as low as $6.20(a) USD | $8.99(a) CAD | min. 100
after 7.1.24 as low as $7.08(a) USD | $10.27(a) CAD | min. 100
FULL COLOR | FSC | USA PROUD | FREE SET-UP

Koozie Group reserves the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Visit kooziegroup.com for the most up-to-date pricing and production times.

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/press-n-stick-header-cowboy-calendar-12-month-v8879
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=7047%2C7247
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/farm-pocket-4000


AP7600 | Atchison® The Big Chill Cooler
This generously sized cooler has a 6-can capacity, front slip pocket, 
and striped shoulder strap reinforced with rivets.
Apple Green, Black, Charcoal, Fern, Light Blue, Orange, Purple, Red, 
Royal, Seafoam Green, Yellow
as low as $7.26(c) USD | $10.53(c) CAD | min. 75
FULL COLOR

VOUT024 | Sherpa Backed Heathered Blanket
Cozy up with this sherpa-lined blanket when 
you need to chase away the cold.
NEW Red/White, NEW Royal/White, 
Charcoal Gray, Cool Gray
as low as $29.98(c) USD | $43.47(c) CAD | min. 30
CAD pricing begins in March.
NEW  COLORS | FULL COLOR

16140 | ORCA™ 26 Quart Cooler
This rugged roto-molded cooler has integrated insulation for 
maximum ice/cold retention for up to 10 days.
Seafoam, Tan, White
as low as $407.99(e) USD | $591.59(e) CAD | min. 1
FULL COLOR  | USA PROUD 
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Additional charges, specifications, and production times may apply for optional decoration methods and locations. 
Over 1,600 of our items carry the KG Factor designation. See page 3 and kooziegroup.com for more details.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/sherpa-backed-heathered-blanket-vout024
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-26-quart-cooler-16140
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/the-big-chill-cooler-ap7600


26305 | GoGo® by Shed Rain™ 47" RPET Reverse Closing 
Auto Umbrella
Stay dry wherever you go with this compact reverse-
closing umbrella that easily fits in the car, a tote, or 
backpack when closed. Contains 100% post-consumer 
recycled polyester. 
Black, Gray, Navy, Red, Royal
as low as $23.99(a) USD | $34.79(a) CAD | min. 24
RECYCLED CONTENT | FULL COLOR

VHDW26281 | Snapback Meshback Trucker Cap
This structured cap features a mid-pro crown, a snapback 
closure, and a pre-curved visor that is sure to keep the 
sun out of your eyes during work or play.
Black/Black, Gray/Black, Gray/White, Navy/White, 
Red/White, Royal/White
as low as $6.29(c) USD | $9.12(c) CAD | min. 48
CAD pricing begins in March.
FULL COLOR

AC7004 | Coleman® Cushioned Cooler Quad Chair
Capable of supporting up to 325 lbs., this chair offers 
a comfortable portable seat with a soft, PEVA-lined 
cooler in the arm that holds up to four cans plus ice.
Black, Red, Royal
as low as $64.73(c) USD | $93.86(c) CAD | min. 24
CAD pricing begins in March.
FULL COLOR

Koozie Group reserves the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Visit kooziegroup.com for the most up-to-date pricing and production times.

https://kooziegroup.com/US/catalog-page-112-113
https://kooziegroup.com/CA/catalog-page-112-113
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/snapback-meshback-trucker-cap-vhdw26281
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/coleman-cushioned-cooler-quad-chair-ac7004
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gogor-by-shed-rainr-47-rpet-reverse-closing-auto-umbrella-26305



